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FRICTION OF SOLID lI'lUI3 ON STm. AT BlaH SLIDDn m.ooITDS 
By Robert L. Johnson, Douglas Godfrey, and Edacmd E. Bisson 
An experlllental investigation was conducted to identify the 
roles of solid-surface f i lms in the various mechanisma at slid1Dg 
and lubrication involved in the lIIAtine and CCIIlpatibility or 
boundary -lubricated slider eurfaces, in the action or ertr..e-
pressure l ubricants, and in the operation of slider surfaces not 
supplied with fluid lubricants. 
The experiments were perf'ormeci with an apparatus 1Dcorporat1ne 
means for measuring sliding 'friction that consisted baaioa1.17 at an 
elastically restrained spherical rider slicUns in a spiral path on 
a rotatine disk. The disk specimens vere treated to produce solid-
surf'ace films of various inorganic caapoun • The exper1m8nts Dre 
conducted over a range at slidine velocities betDen 50 sod 
8000 feet per minute with loads frcm 169 to 1543 grams (108,000 to 
225,000 lb/sq in., initial Jlertz surf'ace s t ress ) . Supplauntal 
stUdies of friction specimens were made using standard physical., 
chemical, and _tallurgical equipilent and techniques 1Dclud1ng 
electron d1ttraction. 
MolybdenUII. disulfide MoS2 vas very effective in reducing 
friction at high slidine velocities. This film material was TfJr7 
tenacious, was chemically and thel'mally stable, and consequently 
should have many practical applications. 
It W8S determined that the formation or ferroso-ferric 
oxide a. - Fe30, on run-in s l iding surf'aces was beneticial with 
respect to friction and wear . Preoperational treatment or slider 
surf'aces to form a. - lI'e30, JAJJJ be accallPl ished by a nUllber at 
inexpensi ve and COJDllon proprietary CCllllDerc ial processes. Ferric 
oxide a. - Fe2~' hovaTer, vas not beneticial with respect to 
friction and wear over the entire ranee of sliding Teloci ties. 
Ferrous chloride lI'e012 was more ettective in reducing 
kinetic friction than ferrous sulfide lI'eS . This result would 
seem to indicate that chlonne compounds were IIOre effective as 
L _ 
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extreme-pressure lubricant additives than were aulf'ur caapounda. 
Abrupt changes in friction, with increased sliding velocities, 
indicated oritical material transformations or ferrous-ehlor1de 
films. Th1a condition. favored the theory or the action or extreme-
pressure lubr1oants, whioh state that the film. material, formed bY' 
reaot1on of the lubrioant additive with a aurtace, melts under 
extremely- high t_peratures or pressures and in that oase the 
frict10n force will involve only- shearing at a liquid film. 
:mTRO:rocTIOli 
Considerable evidenoe is available in literature (references 1 
to 8) which indicates that solid surface films are important in the 
mat1ng and compatibilitY' at boundary"-lubricated slider surfaces, in 
the action of "extreme-pressure" lubricants, and in the operation 
of slider surfaces that are not supplied with fluid lubricants. 
One at the least understood and most 1mportant factors in the opera-
tion. at slider surfaces is the meohan1811l at the initial mutual 
accamnodation (run-in). The effectiveness of', and the necessitY' 
for, careful initial operation of sliders have been adequately-
demonstrated in innumerable instances. Li ttle explanation of' the 
aechan1ams involved has been offered, however, or mprovement in 
them. suegested. Certain physioochemical surface oonditions have 
been associated with satisfactory- and with unsatisfactory- operation 
of metallic sliding surfaces (reference 1.). Among those factors 
productive of' satisfactory surface conditions is the formation and 
presenoe at spec1:fic solid surface films. An experimental deter-
mination of the effect of' these films on kinetic friction would be 
at value in explaining the phenomena of' mating of slider surfaces. 
The most common and practical utilization of solid films on 
slider surfaces is embodied in extreme-pressure lubrication, wherein 
chemical filllls of low shear strength or or low melting point are 
formed bY' the action at lubricant additives on the slider surfaces 
under conditions of extreme temperature and pressure. Reference 2 
presents a theory for the mechanism or extreme-pressure lubrication. 
Sliding~fr1ction experiments with surface conditions closely- con-
trolled to simulate those theoretioally- present under operating 
conditions of extrEllle-pressure lubrication ~ aid in the clar1:fica-
t10n at the mechanios of such lubrication. 
Operation of aircraft -turbine bearings at temperatures higher 
than those currently- used ~ be at advantage, but available lubri-
cants are deficient with respeot to high-temperature operation. 
Because solid aurtace fil.Jls that are chemically- and thermally- stable 
__ ..i 
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JrJB.y be selected, they JrJB.y be eff'ect1ve in prov1d1Il8 supplemental 
lubrication to canpensate for the deficiencies or fluid lubricants 
at high temperatures. 
Hughes and Whittingham (reference 3), Campbell (reference 4), 
Bowden and Tabor (reference 5), Roensch (reference 6), and ~ 
others have presented material relative to the use of surface f1lms 
in reduc1Il8 slid1Il8 friction. The importance of such films in 
bound.ary and in extreme-pressure lubrication 1s Widely recognized 
and is discussed in references 7 and 8. The roles of these so11d 
surface films in kinetic friction have not been isolated and stud-
ied under conditions of surface 10adiIl8 and at sliding velocities 
prevalent in current and proposed designs for sliding surfaces in 
aircraft power plants. 
An investigation was conducted at the l'lACA Cleveland. laboratory 
to obtain evidence on the effects at solid surtace f1lms on s11d1Il8 
friction at high slld1Il8 veloc1t1es and to clarify the 'roles or such 
films in the mating of sliding surfaces, in extreme-pressure lubri-
cation, and in supplementary or dry lubrication. 
The coefficient of kinetio friction and the wear characteris-
tics of steel specimens so treated as to have solid ohemical films 
that are predam1nantly' of the materials desired were deteDlined by 
experiments. This investigation was made vi th loads :tram 169 to 
1543 gt'8DIB (108,000 to 225,000 lb/sq in., initial Hertz surface 
stress) at slidiIl8 velocities up to approximately 8000 feet per min-
ute. These films were of the same canposi tion as those generally' 
employed for use as supplemental. lubricants in practioal applioa-
tions or Sliders or films of high chemical and themal. stabilit1' 
and desirable structural properties. The investigation included 
physicochemical studies of spec1mens before and after slider opera-
tion as a m.eans of deteDlin1ng the mechanism. lead1Il8 to the observed 
effects and of assuriIl8 positive control of surface conditions. 
Friction measurements were made by means of an apparatus that oon-
sists basically or an elastical17 restrained spherioal rider sliding 
on a rotating disk. This research is a continuation at that 
reported in reference 9. 
The experimental. friction and wear studies were oonducted with 
the equipnent described in referenoe 9. J'igure 1 is a diagrammatic 
sketch at the basic parts at the equi188nt . The principal elements 
at the apparatus are the specimens, which are in the form at an 
elastical17 restrained spherical rider and a rotat1Il8 disk. The 
rider is loaded bY' weights applied along the vertical axis of the 
rider holder. Friction force between the rider and the disk is 
m.easured by four strain gageQ mounted on a copper-beryllium. dJna-
maneter ring. The force is indicated by either a record.1ns- or an 
observation-type calibrated potentiometer converted to use as a 
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friction indicator. The coefficient o£ friction is computed by 
dividing the measured friction force by the applied nor.mal load. 
An eleotrically driven radial-feed mechaD1sm, calibrated to indi-
cate radial pos1 tion at the rider, causes the rider to traverse a 
spiral track on the rotating disk. The disk is mounted on an 
inertia ring that is supported and located by a bearing housing. 
The rotating specimen is dr1 ven by a direct -current motor through 
a flexible coupling and a speed-reduction unit that allows speed 
control over a range of sliding velocities between 50 and 14,000 feet 
per minute. '!'he disk and rider are covered by a hOUSing and shield, 
which permits the operating atmosphere of' dried air to be slightly 
pressurized. The system for drying the air for the operating 
atmosphere consists, in sequence, at a 48-inch filter tube coo.ta1n-
ing surgical cotton, a series at six silica-gel camnercial drying 
elements, and an 8-inch tube containing aluminum. anhydride. The 
air is obtained from the laboratory compressed-air system. In con-
ducting the experiments, the disk is rotated at a predetermined 
speed and, by means at a cam arrangement, the loaded rider is lowered 
onto the disk as the radial feed is started. As the rider traverses 
the disk, friction force is observed or recorded with a potentiom-
eter and disk rotative speed is determined with an electr1c revolu-
tion counter and a synchron1zed timer. The run is term.1nated by 
lifting the rider f1"01ll the disk surface. Mean sliding velOCity for 
the exper1llent was ccmputed froa the recorded rotative disk speed 
and the mean diameter at the r1der path. A change in disneter of 
the rider path on the disk resulting fram the radial travel at the 
rider caused a max1JauDl deviation in s11ding velOCity at approxi-
mately 1 percent fraJl the mean value. An unworn surface at a ball 
was used in each exper1ment. Separate runs were made to determine 
friction, wear, and effect of continuous sliding. 
As reported in reference 9, uncontrolled variables, such as 
wear at the rider, natural frequency at the restraining assembly, 
and vibrations induced by the driving mechanism, had no appreciable 
effect on accuracy or the data. The results obtained are believed 
to represent reprodUCible, relative data. 
The physical and physicochemical conditions at the surface and 
subsurface material at the research specimens were stUdied before 
the sliding-friction exper1Bents by means at surface-roughness and 
surface-hardness measurements and electron-d1:f'fraction and metal-
lographic studies. The surfaces were studied after the experiments 
by USing electron-diffraction and metallographic techniques. Dur-
ing the experiments, no measurable change in surf ace hardness 
occurred. Because of' the nature of the surface disturbance by 
sliding, roughness measurements were insignificant. 
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The 11l1l1ts at exper1actal error in the triction values pre-
sented were not constant in all the exper1llents because at uncon-
trollable inconsistencies in the fillll characteristics. In all but 
isolated cases, the margin at error 1n the coefficient at friction 
was within ±O.02 at the values given and 1n general was consider-
ably less. The data presented are caap1ete data tram a representa-
tive experiment for each type at tUm, selected on the basis at a 
mass at data (at least four experiments) on each variable. lPor 
comparison purposes, a load at 269 grams is used for all the SUlll-
mary curves reported because this load produces an initial surface 
stress (126,000 1b/sq in., Hertz) that is 1n the ranee at max1J11U1 
11m.1 tine values used 1n design ot ccapoo.ents such as reduction 
gearing. 
SPm:r:MB:N PBEPARATION 
Careful preparation at spec11llens has been found to be the lIlost 
important sinele requisIte tor success at the e%per1ments. The 
clisk spec1menB had a 13 -inch outside diameter, vere at nomallzed 
SA! 1020 steel with a Br1nell hardness number at 185, and were 
fInished and cleaned accord1ne to the detailed procedure given in 
reference 9. The disk surfaces were so f1nished as to m1n1m1ze 
surface working and to give a unitom nondirection&! surface t1nish 
with a roughness at 3 to 6 micro1nohes rIDS as measured with a 
prof llTt er . The rider specimens used were cClllDlerclally made 
balls, 4 1nch in diameter, at SAl! 1095 steel hardened to Rockwell 
number C -60; the,. were not subjected to 1aborator,. f1n1sh1Dg opera-
tions batore use but were cleaned and rinsed in 190-proot etbJ"l 
alcohol before the runs. 
In this investigation, solid surface tilms at ferric 
oxide 1I'~03' ferroso-ferric oxide 11'8;3°4 , ferrous chlo-
ride FeC~, ferrous sulfide FeB, mo17bdenlDll disulfide ~, 
and graphitic oarbon C were deposited on the disk spec1men.a 
accordine to the procedures described in the appendix. (Where-
eyer Fe304 is mentioned herein, the possibilit,. that it could 
also be ., - lI'e203 should be considered, because the two are 
indist1ngu1shable b,. usual d1tfraction methode. Otherwise all 
oanpounde are at the alpha fom.) The surface films were pre-
dClll1nantly of the canpositions 1ndicated, as detel"JlliDed b7 anal-
,.sea at the eleotron-dif'fraction patterns shown in figure 2. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Films Formed during Run-In 
The Dl~hanisDl at the initial mutual acocmmodation at mating 
slider surfaces is only slightly understood but is at oonsiderable 
importanoe. It is generally acoepted that with extended periods of 
low-power operation during the initial operation at an engine the 
slider surfaces give better performance and :amoh m.ore satisfactory 
serrtoe life than if suoh preoautions were not taken. Eleotron-
diffraction and X-rrq d1tfraction studies (referenoe 1) have asso-
oiated the ooourrenoe of speoUio surface oonditions with desirable 
or with undesirable running properties at sliders operating with 
reoiprocating motion under ohanglng or ste~ loads. One at the 
prinoipal variables observed on run-in surfaces was the presenoe 
01' isolated and mixed. oxides at iron. By oomparing the predan1-
nant oxide present vi th the appearanoe at the r\m surf ace, it was 
thought that the presenoe at ferrous oxide FeO and ferroso-
ferric oxide Fe304 was benefioial. to slider surtaces and that 
the presence at ferrio oxide Fe2~ was not benefioial. On 
souffed. sur.f'aoes, Fe203 was observed and on well run-in surfaces 
re304 was observed. 
Results indioating that FeO is effeotive in reduoing frio-
tion between sliding surfaces are presented in referenoe 9. Dif-
fioulties in produoing a solid fi~ at ferrous oxide on the large 
disk specimens prevented a oomplete evaluation at its effeotiveness 
in reduoing friotion in the investigation reported. 
The experimental results obt~ed in determining the effeot 
at velocity on friotion for Fe304 and Fe203 are shown in 
figure 3. The general trend at friotion is to deorease with ve1oo-
ity for all loads. The ooeffioient of friotion is dependent on 
load in the presenoe at this applied fi~ at Fe304 and similar 
trends at friotion with inoreased sliding velocities oan be estab-
lished for each at the loads investigated (fig. 3(b». When a 
solid fillll 01' Fe203 is present on the disk surface, the ooeffi-
oient at friotion is essentially independent at load, as shown. in 
figure 3(0). The general friotion trend shows a decrease with an 
inorease in velooity. Undetermined physioal or ohEmioal oharacter-
istios at the fi~ material may be the oause at the friotion-load 
relations. Referenoe 9 shows the ooeffioient of friotion at dry 
olean steel to be independent at load. 
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As ocmpared to the dz7-steel friotion ourve from reference 9, 
11'e~p4 is very ef':fective in reduoing :friction (fig. 3(d». On the 
other hand, 11'e203 is not benef'ioial when caapared to the dry 
7 
steel friction ourve at the low ranges and the high ranges at veloc-
ity but does show lower :friotion values in the velocity range :froa 
approximately 1000 1;0 3600 feet per lIl1nute. The d1:fferences in the 
coe:ff'icient at :friction are, however, nearly within the 11Ja1ts at 
exper1.llental error (±O. 02) at this level at :friction values. In 
all oases, as :figure 3(d) shows, the :friotion at a surface ooated 
with 11'e304 is appreciably less than that at a surl'ace coated with 
Fe203 • 
Canparison or the wear data and at the wear-area photODL1cro-
graphs presented in :figure 4 with the data at referenoe 9, whioh 
reported the wear spot formed dur1.ng operation of dry steel on 
steel to be 0.038 inoh in diameter, shows that the presence at 
oxides has no great e:f:feot on wear. The presence at 11'e304 on 
disk specimens oaused approximately a 10-peroent reduction in the 
diameter o:f the rider Year areas, and the presenoe at Fe2~ 
oaused a 5 -percent inorease. It should be noted that the relative 
e:f:feots at the two oxides on wear show the same trend as that 
observed in the oase at the friotion measurements (that is, the 
11'e304 film was benefioial and the Fe203 :film was not beneficial). 
Comparison or the phota:a1orographs at the wear areas (:fig. 4) 
i ndioates that the degree at surface disturbance ~ be qualita-
tively associated with the orystal size at the film material. The 
material with the smaller orystals (F&;304) oaused less Year and 
less severe surface disturbanoe (that is, :fig. 4(a) indioates DIIloh 
less welding and tearing of the rider than does fig. 4(0». The 
oxide ooating :formed on sur.f'aces during lubrioated sliding reduces 
year of sliders (referenoe 10); on the basis at the work reported 
i n referenoe 1 and herein, it is believed that the oxide reported 
in referenoe 10 vas :ferroso-ferrio oxide. 
The trend at deoreased friotion with inoreased sliding veloc-
i ties observed in DIOSt at the data reported herein is oonsidered 
due to the ~ioal ohanges in the surfaces that vere disoussed in 
reference 9. The presenoe at films on the surface would probably 
not eliminate phystoal ohanges oaused by changes in Sliding veloc-
ity. The results shown in figures 3 and , generally Ter~y the 
qualitative estimates of referenoe 1 on the 1ntluence at 7e30, 
and 11'8203 on friotion and wear. 
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An explanation at the low friction values obtained with the 
l'e30, film ~ lie in its tenacity to the b88e metal. An ex.am.1na-
tion of' the e1ectron-d1f'traction patterns fraa. the two oxide tilms 
showed that, as produced in this work, the Fe304, fUm was com-
posed at smaller c17stallltes than vas the Fe2~ film. The 
patterns also shoved that the F~03 fila vas more likely to be 
composed of oriented cr;ystals. Thus the Fe304, tUm is cClllposed 
at tiner and JlW)re uniform cr;rstals than the Fe203 film. This 
property at the Fe304, tilm suggests higher load-carry1.ng capacity, 
which ~ be traced to the film tenacity. Small cr;rstals growing 
on a steel surface adapt themselves to the irregularities of the 
steel more readily than larger ones and therefore make the film as 
a whole DK)re tenacious. The Fe304, film discourages plawine and 
ripping and thus helps to prevent metal-to-metal contact and to 
keep the friction v&1ues low. 
It should be observed also that Fe304 can oxidize to Fe2~ 
when the passing rider raises the local temperature and pressure to 
extremes. This possibility of a chemical change is further support 
that Fe30, is a better fUm for sliding than is Fe2O:3, inasmuch 
as the oxidation of' F~04 would produce no drastic film defoma-
tion, but when Fe203 is subjected to extremes (at temperature 
particularly) it thickens and ruptures as scale. 
It is mown (reference 11) that an oxide film at iron occurring 
naturally is composed of three "l~ers": FeO next to base metal, 
F8304 in the middle, and Fe2~ on the surface. The l~ers are 
indistinct, and because at the blending, it seems that the smple 
cubic strncture of FeO is more compatible with the spinel cubic 
strncture at Fe304 than with hexagonal structure at F~~. 
These tacts indicate that, in this work, the prepared F~04 fUm 
adheres to and is supported by an FeO iayer; where88 the prepared 
Fe2~ film probably adheres to a thin F~04 layer, which in turn 
adheres to and 18 supported by FeO. In the case of the Fe203 film, 
this OXide exists close to FeO, separated only by a thin Fe304, 
~er. When critical sliding conditions are produced on the 
Fe2~ film, it theref'ore cannot support the rider beoause it is 
not atncturall;y oanpatible with its base at FeO, and the rider 
plows or ripe through to the bare metal with a resultant increase 
in friction. 
J 
I 
f 
i 
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The presence at an extremely thin film at l'e30, on cleaned 
specimens is discussed in reference 9. It is assumed that such a 
film was present on the rider before all the experimEllts reported 
herein. When the factor at compatibility is considered, it is 
probable that two F~04 films rubbing together would have less 
resistance to sliding than would result from a film at Fe304 
sliding on a film at Fe203' The friction results presented in 
figure 3(d) support this View because the canbinations at surf'ace 
films discussed were present. 
It is also possible that the effect of Fe203 on friction 
may be due solely to its physical characterl'stics, although little 
is mown of' its behavior under pressure. It is a hard, coarse-
grained material that, when introduced between sliding surfaces, 
mq be embedded in one at the surfaces and function as a micro-
scopic surface asperity thereby increasing the surface roughness. 
9 
It will be recalled that a roughness factor is included in prac-
tically all expressions of fundamental friction relations and that 
increased surface roughness causes increased friction (reference 12). 
It would be difficult to employ solid coatings of' FeO on 
steel in practical applications, because the formation of' the can-
pound involves temperatures above the 8DD.ealing pOints of' Dl8D1 
steels, and because at the difficulty in processing large parts. 
Bowden and :Ridler (reference 13) showed that hot spots occur at 
surf ace asperities of' contacting s 11del'S, which vi th increased 
loads ultimately reach the melting point of' one of the materials. 
The lOCalized temperatures reached are such that, with the proper 
surrounding atmosphere and quenching conditions, quantities of 
stable FeO m~ be formed on the contacting sur! aces; this con-
di tion is described in ref' erence 9. 
Each of the oxides should be evaluated With respect to its 
pract1cal use on slider sur!acee. Because Fe203 1s very eas1ly 
formed on steel surfaces and because this material is deleterious 
with regard to friction and Year, condit1on£l that might cause 
formation of Fe203 should be avoided in the finishing, handling, 
and operation of' sliders. Because of the high temperatures required 
for the fonnation of' FeO, its use as a friction- and wear-
inhibiting coating on sliders is impractical. For these reasons, 
Fe304 1s the only iron oXide studied that is beneficial and has 
practical application. 
A number of camnerc1al surface treatments employing caust1c 
baths and several others types of chemical solution in the 
------------ - --- -
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formation of' corrosion-resistant and wear-resistant surtaoe films 
have been studied. When flll1.a :formed by several. cClllDlercial. treat-
ments bearing various proprietary designations were subjected to 
e1ectron-ditfraotion stud1es, it was revealed that their principal 
constituent was Fe:sO" as shown in :figures 2(c) and 2(d). In the 
approximate speed range between 1200 and 5000 :feet per minute, two 
at the CamDercia1 treatments (references 14 and 15) cause reduced 
:friction, and the trend is roU8hly ccaparab1e to that obtained with 
the film of' isolated Fe:s04 (:fig. 5). Ccmparati ve weer data :for 
these treatments are presented in :figure 6. Wear d1f'f'erences 
observed between the experimentally and cClllll8rcially deposited 
Fe:sO, lII.a;y be explained on the basis at additional compounds in 
the films fODled by the cClmllercial treatments. 
In cc.a.perison with dry steel, the laboratory-prepared Fe:s04 
films cause friction to be decreased at all sliding speeds inves-
tigated and also cause a reduction in rider wear. Camnercially 
prepared films containing Fe:s04 were also benef'icial with regard 
to :friction and wear except at high-sliding velocities. During the 
operation of' steel slider surfaces that have attained satisfactory 
mutual accClllJDOdation, Fe;s04 is :formed. (reference 1). These :facts 
show that Fe:sO, is beneficial on slider surfaces and indicate 
that pretreatment of sliders ~ eliminate many surface failures 
during the initial operation at sliders. A number of' inexpensive 
proprietary surf'ace treatments are camnercially available, which 
will for.m films that are predan1nantly Fe;s04. 
Films Fonned by Extreae-Pressure Lubricants 
Pr1mary operational requirements for lubricants used in air-
craft power plants have necessitated the use of' lubricant additives 
to obtain the necessary increased load capacity for low-pour-point 
lubricants. Most at the extreme-pressure additives used to increase 
load capacities at lubricants contain active chlorine or sulf'ur 
compounds. Reference 2 presents a chemical basiS for consideration 
of' the mechanisms of' action of' these additives. 
Quantitative information that enables eV'aluations at films at 
the type formed by cCIIlpounded lubricants (reference 2) is presented 
i n figures 7(a) and 7(b) in a manner that partly clarifies the 
mechanism at action c:K the additives. Figure 7(a) shows the effect 
of' load on the coeffiCient of' friction for a disk specimen coated 
with ferrous chloride 1'8012. The lack at continuity at these 
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ourves and the noncaapliance with _onton' s law indicate primary 
physical changes in the rUm material. Ferrous sulfide FeS rorms 
a more stable rUm than ferrous chloride. No trend in load affects 
on the coefficient at friction vas observed With a fillll at ferrous 
sulfide on the disk spec1Jllen (rig. 7(b». It is shown in rig-
ure 7(c) that, in general, isolated solid sur.f'ace rUms or lov-
shear-strength compounds at types formed by chemically reactive 
extreme-pressure lubrioant additives reduce sliding rriction over 
the range of Sliding velocities investigated. These data demon-
strate that rerrous chloride is DlUch more affective as a solid-
rilm lubricant than is rerrous sulfide. The ferrous-sulfide rilm 
caused rriction to be greater at sliding velocities above 4600 reet 
per minute than that observed for dry, untreated steel (data frcm 
reference 9). 
No dependable wear data were obtained with the rerrous-
chloride films. The wear areas on the riders were poorly defined 
and their sizes were inconsistent. Because the deliquescent nature 
or ferrous chloride prCIIlotes the rormation of hydrochloric acid, 
the rider was corroded after removal frcm the friction apparatus; 
this etching of' the sur.f'ace obliterated the geometric definition 
of the wear areas. Figure 8 shows the surface appearance of the 
wear spot on the rider used in the ferrous-sulfide run. The sur-
face of this specimen appears s1m1lar to that observed after 
experiments with Fe304 films; there is no indication at severe 
surface welding although the ferrous sulfide does not seem to be 
beneficial in respect to year. 
Two theories of the action of ferrous chloride as an extrsne-
pressure lubricant film are presented in reference 2, page 116; 
these theories are: "(1) under existing conditions at the contact 
pOints, solid ferrous chloride 11JB3' readily shear; (2) temperatures 
at the contact pOints 11JB3' becOllle high enOUSh to melt the ferrous 
c· J.oride •••• OvercClll1ng friction force will then involve shearing 
~_.ly a liquid film of ferrous chloride ••• If 
It is possible to interpret the data of figure 7(a) as verifica-
tion for the theories or extreme-pressure lubrioation. The curve 
for ferrous chloride (fig. 7(a)} shows that at the low sliding 
velocities (up to 2000 ft/min) there is a critical variation in 
friction with slightly increased sliding velOCities, and that at 
high sliding velocities (5000 to 6000 ft/ra1n with a load at 
269 grams), there is a sharp decrease in friction indicated by a 
discontinui tl' in the data. These abru.pt ohanges in friotion values 
indicate that critioal transfomationa in s11ding conditions ta.l!:e 
place. The most logical transformations vOIlld be those at phase 
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changes and melt1ns at the ferrous-chloride film. The variation in 
friction in the slidins-velocit;r range fraa 1600 to 2000 feet per 
minute at a load at 269 gt"8DIS is attributed to SODle phase change in 
the ferrous chloride that af'f ects its shear strength and is caused 
b;r higher temperatures resultins fram increased sliding velooit;r. 
The sharp reduction in frict ion in the sliding-velocity ranse frail 
5000 to 6000 feet per minute with the 269-gram load and the s1lD.1lar 
reduction at lower velocities With heavier loads ~ indicate the 
presence at a fluid film. resulting fram melting of' the solid 
material. 
These results indicate that both theories for the action at 
films fomed b;r extreme-pressure additives lI.83 be substantiated 
mder certain conditions at sliding. Under the conditions at shock 
or of' extreme loading that necessitate the use of' extreme-pressure 
lubricants, a liquid form at the film. material is probably obtained. 
Supplemental ar D:ry-Lubrication FilJDs 
At the extremely high amb1ent temperatures and h1gh loads 
encountered in an increasing number at pract1cal lubrication prob-
lems, currently used hydrocarbon lubricants are not completely 
effective. Use at supplementary or dry lubrication b;r solid-film. 
materials is one method at improving lubrication under these con-
d1 t10na • Several chSD.1cally and thermally stable materials are 
available that might be ef'fective in reducing frict10n and wear 
under extrane cond1t1ons. Two at the best examples at such film 
materials are molybdenum disulfide ~ and graphitic carbon C. 
These materials are similar in that both have laminar structures. 
MolybdenUDl d1sulfide has been used as a die lubricant in the 
farg1.ne at m.etal parts (ref'erence 16) and as a bearing lubricant 
far a rotating anode X-ra.y tube (reference 17). Graphite is a 
more cCllllll.Olll;r used lubricant and has been employed in numerous 
applications. 
Data showing the etf' ect1 veness at molybdenum disulf'ide and 
graphite (graph1t1c carbon) as solid-film. lubricants at high 
s11cU.ng velocit1es are presented in figure 9. Use at molybdenum 
d1sulfide produces a trend toward progressively lower values of' 
friction as s l iding velocity 1s increased and under the conditions 
reported reduces frict1'On more than the use at graphite. Fig-
ures 9 (ai and 9(b) shoy that, with solid f1lms of' either molybdenum 
disulfide or graphite on disk specimens, Amonton t s law does not 
hold over the entire range at l oads investigated. The coefficient 
at friction increases slightly n th load in the presence of' a solid 
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tilll. of lIIOlybdenUJI disulfide (fig. 9(a». For the lowat loacls; 
friotion increaeed slightly with load in the preeenee of a 80114 
film of graphite (fig. 9(b». '!'he tendency for friction to 
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increase with higher slIding velocities at velocities a~ 
approx1.mately 2000 feet per minute 1ndicates the partial failure at 
the gl"aphi te filll. At the hisbest load that a OOII.plete cune can 
be plotted (1017 grams), with velocities above 3000 teet per lI1uute, 
the frictIon trend (d.ownward) corresponds to that at the base _tal 
(reference 9), which indicates an almoat ccaplete ta1lure at the 
lubricating film. For purposes at oClilparison, friotion data for 
dry- and boundar;y-lubricated surfaces taken trom referenoe 9 are 
also presented in figure 9(c). At hisb slid.1ns velocities, molyb-
denum disulfide is nearly as erteotive in reducing friction as one 
at the best polar-type boundar,r lubrioants, oleio acid. 
The oondition at the surfaces atter slid.1ns is shown in fig-
ure 10. The wear-area photarlcrograph shown in figure 10(d) indi-
cates that, at the conditions at the wear experiments, the gr:oaph1te 
film vas tail1Ds. This condition is illustrated bY'the desree and 
type a£ surface disturbance in the wear area. It is believed that 
a welding and tearing-out action, such as ~ be observed between 
tmlubricated steel surfaces (reference 9, tig. 9), occurred between 
the su:rfaces at the rider and the disk. FIgure 11 shove the condi-
tIon at the steel disk covered with molybdenum disulfide after the 
friction and Year experiments. The entire disk, whioh shove the 
areas where test 1"IlD8 ere made to detem.1ne both wear and friction 
is presented in figure ll(a). The wear run vas made at the inner-
most oiroumferential. trace and the friotion runs were made between 
this wear trace and the outemost circumferential. trace. Fig-
ure ll(b) and ll(c) are close-ups at the disk at suocessively 
higher maenU'lcatlons to show the surtace conditi0D8 more clearly. 
In figure ll(b), the continuous run 1nd1oates that the rider, at 
Its high initial surface stress, has not penetrated the tilm to 
the steel throughout the entire lengt.h at the track. The ocab1na-
tion at law value at friction and minor surface damaee to the 
rider during this run indioates that this penetration has had no 
serious eftect. The s81lle continuous trace and the friction traces 
are shown at higher magnU'ication in figure nCo). It will b, 
observed that in DOll8 at the friction traces did the film fall so 
as to allow the rider to penetrate to the steel base metal, which 
is important in view at the 1n1tial17 high Hertz surface stresses 
(108,000 to 225,000 lb/sq in.) to which the film was subjected. 
Because the graphite film failed to the extent at allov1ng' 
welding at the surfaces to take place and the molybdenum-d.1sul.f'lde 
film did not fall to this extent, the wear measurements at figure 10 
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cannot be used as an indication at the relative lubricating quali-
ties at the tvo film materials in reducing wear at the loads used 
in these exper1ments. Rx:perilllents at less SaTere conditions would 
be necessar,y tor such an evaluation and that work is not warranted 
because it is established herein that molybdenum. d.1sultide is more 
satisfactory than graphite as a solid-film lubricant at high slid-
ing velocities. It has also been shown in reference 18 that molyb-
denum disulfide is mare satisfactory than graphite 88 a solid-film 
lubricant at high pressures and low velocities. 
The failure at graphite as a solid-film lubricant at high 
sliding velocities can be plausibly explained by considering the 
:mechanism at its lubrica1(ing action 88 presented by Van Brunt and 
Savaee in reference 19 who reported that the lubricating action of 
graphite arises fram the action at moisture adsorbed on the graph-
i te particles. It an adsorbed film at vater is not present, the 
graphitic carbon acts as abrasiVe particles. The heat developed 
during slicl.1ng at the high velocities is probably sufficient to 
cause partial desorption at the adsorbed vater film on the graph-
ite, thus destroYin8 its lubricating qualities. 
Molybdenum. disul.f'ide is stable at high temperatures (melting 
point, 11SsO C) and pressures (reference 18). Each lamina at this 
compound is composed at a sheet at molybdenum. atoms With a sheet at 
sulfur atoms on each side. One at these l am1nae adheres strongly 
to the iron surface because at a strong metal-sulfur bond. The 
other laminae slip easily because at the weakness at the sultur-
sultur bond. 
The tenacity at mol.ybdenum. disul.f'ide 88 a film material was 
dEllllOnStrated by the continuous rim at the rider without radial 
traverse on the film USing a 269-gram. load with a sliding velOCity 
at 4000 feet per minute over a period at 30 minutes. Stable but 
slightl.y increasing friction values were observed. The slight 
film failure that occurred WI!I8 not serious enough to allow welding 
to take place between the sliding surfaces. In another exper:im.ent, 
a rider with a contactins area such as to give an apparent loading 
at 3000 pounds per square inch was allowed to Slide on a continu-
ous track at a velOCity at 4000 feet per minute for a period at 
over 2 hours j there was little change in friction and no Sign at 
failure at either the steel or molybdenum-disultide surfaces. The 
rider did not penetrate the molybdenum-disulfide film to the steel 
base at t!InY location during this exper1m.ent. The possible use at 
molybdenum disulfide as an addition aeent in fluid lubricants 
should be questioned in accordance with the line or reasoning that 
ls.aa prevented the complete acceptance at various forms or graphite 
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for such an application. Moly"bdenUDl disul:f'ide is insoluble in Call-
man fluid lubricants; cODSequently', it is probable that the Call-
pound would deposit in undesirable acC1DllUl.atiODS throushout a 
lubrication systan. 
An experimental investigation was conducted With a k:1netic-
friotion apparatus consisting basically or an elastically' restrained 
spherioal rider sliding OIl disks lubricated with several. types or 
dry solid film. The exper1JDents were conduoted over a range' at 
velocities fran 50 to approximately' 8000 feet per minute with loads 
fran 169 to 1543 grams (108,000 to 225,000 lb/sq in., initial 
Hertz surf'ace stress) and with supplemental studies using standard 
physioal, chemical, and metallurgioal equ1pnent and techniques. 
The following results were observed: 
1. A solid film at moqbdenUJI. disul:f'ide MoS2 was very effec-
tive in reduoing friotion at high Sliding velocities. The film 
material was easily' applied, was very tenaciO\18, was chemically' 
and thermally' stable, and consequently' could have ma.ny practioal 
applications. The molybdenum. disulfide has a laminar struoture 
similar to graphite and because or its tenaciousness was more 
satisfactory than graphite as a solid-film lubrioant at high slid-
ing velocities. 
2. The formation of ferroso-ferrio oxide Fe30, on sliding 
surfaces is desirable with respeot to friotion and wear. Pretreat-
ment of' slider surfaoes to form Fe30, my be acoomplished by a 
number of' inexpensive and common oommercial treatments. Ferric 
oxide a. - Fe203 , on the other band, was not generally" benefioial, 
with respeot to friotion and wear, over the entire range of sliding 
velooities. 
3. Solid films or ferrous chloride P'.o12 were more ertective 
in reducing friotion than were ferrous-sultide P'eB filllB. This 
result substantiated the work or other investieators which indi-
oates that ohlorine ccnpounds are more e:f'f'eotive as extreme-
pressure lubrioant additives than sulfur oallpounds. 
4. Abrupt ohanee in the friotion trend at ferrous-chl.oride 
films with increased slidins velocities indioated critioal mat~ial 
transformations. This condition favors the tbeor,- for the mechaniBlll 
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at action at extreme-pressure lubrioants oontaining ohlorine OaD.-
polmds, whioh indioates that tElllperatures at the oontact points ~ 
beoome high enough to melt the ferrous ohloride so that overoardng 
friotion foroe will involve the shearing at onl.y a liquid film. 
Flight Propulsion Research Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Cleveland, Ohio, December 4, 1947. 
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APPENDIX A - lrnx PREPARATION 
The production of inorganic filllls hav1.ng CCllJBOll ~sical char-
acteristics W8S an lmportant factor 1nf'luenoiD8 the manner at 
preparation. UnUormity in thickness, grain size, BII1OOtlmesS, 
cleanliness, physical strength, and tenaciousness at the various 
films was sought. The treatment at the individual steel disks was 
developed. until the film. that was formed. vas un1f'0m. over the 
entire surt ace. 
The finishing and cleaning procedure 8UJ11111&rized here is 
described in detail in reference 9. Each disk vas subjected to a 
similar milling, grinding, and lapping procedure, which was fol-
lowed by a cleaning procedure essentially as follows: 
1. Degrease in low-arcmatic cleaning naphtha 
2. Abrade with 3/0 811JI!Jry paper 
3. Wash with mixture at SO-percent benzene and SO-percent 
acetone 
4.. Scrub with lertgated alumina 
5. Rinse in water 
6. Rinse in 190-proaf ethyl aloohol 
7. Dry in clean, warm air 
The steel could then maintain a continuous water film., which on 
recession produoed interf'erence colors, indicating freedan fran 
contaminating oils or greases. Insatar as possible, the disk Y8S 
kept in an atmosphere of clean, dry air during tr8ll8portation. 
After the treatment, the coated disk was 1Dmed1ately placed upon 
the friotim apparatus, covered, and allowed to remain in a clean, 
dry atmosphere for 30 minutes. After this dry1ns process, the 
friction characteristics were determined. 
The chemical canposi tion and crystalline characteristios at 
each film were determined by electron-d1.f'fraction patterns repro-
duced as figure 2. These patterns were produced nth the d.1f'f'rac-
tion adapter at the type Dm-4, RCA electron microscope. nu-1ng 
treatment at the disk, a small specimen at the same steel was 
placed on the inner edge at each disk and subjected to the same 
treatment as t he disk. After the film. was formed, the diffraction 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
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specimen was placed in the holder, inserted into the c8Dl.8ra, and 
the pattem vas photographed. It vas assumed that the chElJlical 
ccmposition at the film on the BDI8.l.1 specimen, as detem1lled fran 
the diffraction pattern, represented the chemical ccmposition at 
the fillll on the disk. 
Laboratory treatment. - A film at this compound was fo:rmed by 
heating steel in a restrioted oxygen supply. A small ranee at tEm-
peratures and air pressUJ:eS was allowed, and in this case the steel 
was heated to 3750 C on a 2000-watt heater, which was mounted 
inside a IS-inch metal bell jar in which the air pressure was 
1 millimeter at mercury. The vacuum furnace was equipped with 
thermocouple leads for temperature indication. After 30 minutes, 
the fila bas reached a thickness that produced a blue interference 
color indicating that the thickness vas in the order of 1200 A. 
The steel YaS cooled to room temperature by cooling the vacuum 
furnace while maintaining the same or lower air pressure. The 
disk 'Was transported in a clean, dry atmosphere. 
Camnercial treatment. - Similar black, tenacious films were 
formed on clean steel dism by a caustic-aulfur treatment (refer-
ence 14) and by a caustic-potassium nitrate treatment (reference 15). 
In the c8U8tic-sulfur treatment, the clean disk was immersed in a 
bath consisting at 50-percent sodium hydroXide NaOH, 49-percent 
water H20, and 1 percent sulfur S (powdered) for 20 minutes. 
The bath was maintained between temperatures of 1210 and 1240 C and 
oonstant agitation was employed. The coated disk was then washed 
in boiling tap water and rinsed in boiling distilled water. It 
was then dried 1n dry, clean air. The caust1c-potass1um nitrate 
treatment is very similar, the canpos1tion at the bath being 1 part 
potass1um nitrate ~~ and 2 parts NaOH. The immers10n 1s 
div1ded into two steps: the first 1s immersion in a bath, the tem-
perature of wh10h is maintained at 1410 C by dilution with water, 
the second steE 1s to immerse the part into the second. bath, which 
1s held at 154 C. The length at time for each bath is not cr1ti-
cal and depends upon the th1ckness at the film deSired. In these 
experiments, the time was approximately 20 minutes for each bath. 
The disk was washed in b01ling water and dr1ed in clean air. 
Analys1s at e1ectron-diffraction patterns fran f1lms formed by 
both methods revealed the presence of F~04 • 
l 
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Formation at ~ - Fe2~ Film 
This oxide film, vhich contains the greatest amount at oxygen 
of the films investigated, vas prepared by heating a steel disk to 
3500 C in clean, dry air at atmospheric pressure. The plate was 
removed fram the heat when the interference colors present indi-
cated that the film thickness was about 1200 A. Further heating 
pranoted spott1ness and nommif'ormfty. 
Formation of FeC12 Film 
A chloride film was formed by exposing ·a warmed, clean steel 
disk to the hot vapor composed of an azeotropic solution of' hydro-
chloric acid and water. In order to form this film, the warm. disk 
was placed in a hot gas chamber (1000 C), which was then partly 
evacuated. An 1n1et to the chamber led to a container 1n which 
the azeotropio solution at hydrochloric acid and water was boiling. 
When the valve was opened, a vapor composed at 20 percent water and 
80 percent hydrochloric acid (the ccmpoeition of the l1quid) could 
envelop the disk. A 2-m1nute exposure Y8S suffioient to form a 
thin, white, uniform coating. It was found necessary to insert a 
baffle and a condensate trap in the chamber to prevent the con-
densate from collecting and dripping onto the plate. 
Formation of FeS Film 
A ferrous-sulfide film was formed by exposing a heated disk 
to hydrogen sulfide ~S gas. First, the clean steel disk was 
placed in the vacuum furnace at roan temperature end the air pres-
sure was reduced to 0.25 millimeter of mercury . Hydrogen sulf'ide 
vas then admitted and the pressure again reduced. This proCess 
was repeated until the chamber vas virtually purged of air. The 
disk Y8S then heated to 3500 C and an additional amount of R2S 
was admitted. Under those cOllditions the film formed rapidly and 
the furnace Y8S allowed to cool while the low pressure Y8S 
maintained. 
Formation of M~ Film 
Finely divided molybdenum disulf'ide vas mixed into a smooth 
paste vi th an organic binder (cClDlllercial corn syrup). This hcmo-
geneous material Y8S painted on a steel disk, the temperature at 
- ----------
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which was 3500 C. A thick, heav,y coat.ing was formed on the metal. 
After the disk cooled the outer, loosely adhering ~ was 
scraped art with a straight edge. This action exposed a thin, 
tenacious undercoatiDe, which upon :further smoothing became ~­
black and very smooth. The texture at the material was s1m11ar to 
that of flaky graphite. The disk was f1n1shed by light abrasion 
with 3/0 emery paper, followed by a washing in 190-proof ethyl 
alcohol. The coated disk was dried in the usual. lIWlIler. 
In order to check the af'f'ect of the corn syrup alone, sane at 
it was painted on a hot. steel disk. The result was a bubbly, 
crumbly, charred, nonadherEilt mass that had very little effect on 
frict.ion compared to MOS2 • 
Formation at Graphite Film 
Graphite was deposited upon the surtace at the steel disk by 
compressing flaky graphite into a cake, which was pressed against 
the rotating disk. Microscopic exam1nation reveal.ed graphite fill-
iDe most or the recesses in the surface pratile and electron-
diffraction exemination revealed a highly oriented film (fig. 2 (b) ) • 
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@, interplanar distance in Angstrom units (A); 1/10 , A.S.T.M. X-ray 
standard pattern intensity ratio; V8, very strong; s, .trong; fs, fairly 
strong; fw, fairly weak; w, weak; vw, very weak] 
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Film prepared A.S.T.M. ~tandard Film prepared A.S.T.M. standard 
as Cl-Fe203 X-ray pattern for 
a-Fe 203 as Fe304 X-ray patt
ern for 
Fe304 
d Relative d 1/10 (A) intensity (A) d Relative d 1/10 (A) intensity (A) 
4.95 fw 4.85 0.06 3.71 fs 3.68 0.18 
4.53 w ---- ---- 2.71 s 2.69 1.00 ~.52 vs 2.51 .75 ~.21 5 2.20 .18 
~.10 WI ---- ---
1.840 5 1.84 . • 63 
3.05 fs 2.97 .28 
2.58 vs 2.53 1.00 
2.45 w 2.42 .11 
2.14 s 2.10 .32 
1.965 w ---- ---- 1.690 s 1.59 .63 
1.734 fw 1.71 .16 1.630 w ---- ----
1.650 fs 1.61 .64 1.597 w 1.50 .13 
1.510 fs 1.483 .80 1.478 s 1.485 .50 
1.434 vw ---- ---- 1.450 5 1.452 .50 
1.341 w 1.326 .06 ---- - 1.351 .03 11.310 w 1.308 .18 
11·247 w 1.259 .13 
11·211 w 1.230 .03 
1.190 w 1.190 .08 
1.293 fw 1.279 .20 
1.222 w 1.210 .05 
1.139 fw 1.121 .10 
1.104 fs 1.092 .32 
1.066 vw 1.049 .10 ---- - 1.163 .05 ~.138 w 1.140 .13 
1.103 w 1.104 .10 .980 w 
.970 .16 
.950 fw .966 .08 11. 055 vw 1.056 .08 
.990 vw .962 .10 .892 w .88
0 .10 
.867 fw .859 .20 
---- --
.853 .08 
.824 w .825 .02 
(a) Ferroso-ferric oxide Fe304. 
Figure 2. - Electron-diffraction patterns and analysis data from 
solid 
films formed on SAE 1020 steel. 
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Cd, interplanar distance in Angstrom units (A); 
l/ro' A.S.T.M. X-ray standard oat tern intensity 
ratio; vs, very strong; s, strong; fs, fairly 
stro~; fw, fairly weak; w, weak; vw very 
weak] 
Film prepared by A.S.T.M. standard ~11m prepared by 
caustic-sulphur X-ray pattern for ~austic-potassium 
treatment Fe304 ttitrate treatment 
d Relative d 1/10 d Relative (A) intensity (A) (A) intensity 
---- --
4.85 0.06 ----
--2.99 w 2.97 .28 2.97 f~ 
2.55 vs 2.53 1.00 2.54 vs 
----
--
2.42 .11 ----
--2.12 5 2.10 .32 2.07 5 
1.830 5 ---- ---- ----
--
---- --
1.710 .16 ---- --1.620 fs 1.610 .64 1.610 fs 
1.590 w ---- ---- ----
--1.485 vs 1.483 .80 1.469 vs 
----
--
1.326 .06 1.292 1.277 1.279 .20 w w 
1.216 vw 1.210 .05 1.160 vw 
----
--
1.121 .10 
1.092 fs 1.092 .32 1.074 w 1.042 vw 1.049 .10 
---- -- .970 .16 .965 vw 
---- --
.966 ,08 ----
--
----
--
.880 .10 ----
--
.854 fw .859 .20 ----
--
(c) Caustic-sulphur treat-
ment Fe304' 
(d) Caustic-potassium 
nitrate treatment 
Fe304' 
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Fjgure 2, - Conti nued. Elec t ron-di f fra c ti o n patterns and analysis data 
from so lid fi I ms formed on SA E 1020 steel, 
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~, interplanar distance in Angstrom units (A); 1/10 , A.S.T.M. X-ray 
standard pattern intensity ratio; V5, very strong; s, strong; fs, fairly 
strong; fw, fairly weak; w, weak; vw, very weak] 
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Film prepared A.S.T.M. standard Film prepared A.S.T.M. standard 
as FeC12 X-ray pattern 
tor FeC12 
as FeS X-ray pattern 
for FeS 
d Relative d 1/10 (A) intensity (A) 
d Relative d 1/10 (A) intensitJ (4) 
5.70 w 5.80 0.63 4.73 vw ---- ----
4.40 vw ---- ---- 2.98 fw 2.97 0.33 
2.93 vs 3.06 .30 ---- -- 2.88 .04 
2.64 vs 2.54 1.00 2.67 s 2.65 .33 
2.35 fs 2.32 .07 2.46 vs ---- ----
2.11 s 2.09 .07 2.21 fs ---- ----
---. 
--
1.950 .13 2.06 vs 2.06 1.00 
1.82 s 1.796 .63 1.86 fw ---- ----
1.70 s 1.718 .13 1.725 vs 1.71 .33 
1.61 w 1.630 .02 1.615 fw 1.61 .07 
---. 
--
1.550 . ,04 1.55 
--
1.48 .04 
1.38 w 1.464 .20 1.443 w 1.442 .09 
----
--
1.410 .05 1.371 w ---- ----
1.310 tw 1.321 .13 
----
--
1.299 .05 
1.183 vv 1.179 .01 
1.099 fs 1.105 .13 
1.080 ts ---- ----
1.040 vw 1.050 .07 
---- --
.995 .01 
.968 vw ---- ---. 
.949 w ---- ----
.867 w ---- ----
.817 w ---- ----
(e) Ferrous chloride FeC12 , (r) Ferrous sulfIde FeS. 
Figure 2, - Continued. Electron-diffracLlon patterns and analysis date 
from solid films formed on SAE 1020 steel. 
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@, interplanar distance in 
Angstrom units (Ali 1/10 , A.S.T.M. X-ray standard pattern intensity 
ratio; vs, very strong; s, strong; 
fs, fairly strong; fw, fairly weaki 
w, weaki vw, very weak] 
!Film prepared A.S.T . M. standard 
~s MoS2 X-ray pattern for MoS2 
d Rels.ti ve d 1/ 10 (A) intensity (A) 
---- -- 6.61 0.80 
----
--
5.63 .90 
2.78 s 2.74 .70 
2.58 fs 2.66 .30 
2 .46 fs 2 .49 .50 
2.28 vs 2.27 1.00 
---- --
2.040 .70 
1. 854 s 1.820 1.00 
1.639 fs 1.635 .30 
1.570 fs 1.578 .70 
1.520 fs 1.530 .90 
----
--
1.475 .20 
1.370 fs 1.365 .20 
----
--
1.335 .70 
1.300 s 1.295 .70 
1.252 fw 1.251 .70 
1.206 w 1.222 .20 1.195 .50 
1.090 w 1.100 .70 
1.030 w 1.034 .80 
----
--
1.021 .50 
1.002 fs 1.002 .70 
. 993 fw ---- ----
----
--
.968 .30 
The pattern from oriented 
graphite is composed of true 
Bragg spots, which represent 
a series of orders of the 
(002) spacing along a line 
perpendicular to shadow edge 
of s pecimen. 
Molybdenum disulfide MoS2 • (h) Graphitic carbon C. 
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(g) 
Fi gu re 2. Concluded. Electron-diffraction patterns and analysis data 
from solid films formed on SAE 1020 steel. 
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Figure 3. - Effect of sliding velocity on friction for surfaces with sol
id 11 Ims of oxides. 
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Figure 3. - Concluded. Effect of sliding velocity on friction for surfaces with solid films 
of oxides. 
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lal Wear spot on spherical rider; 
kinetic friction ~k' 0.30; 
wear-spot diameter, 0.034 inch. 
(Mating surface shown In fig. 4(bl.1 
(bl Wear track on disk specimen with 
ferroso-ferric-oxide Fe304 fi 1m. 
(Mating surface shown in fig. 4(al.1 
Figure 4. - Photomicrographs of wear areas after operation for 6 seconds at 2000 feet per 
minute with 269 grams load on SAE 1020 steel having oxide fi Ims. xIOO. 
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(c) Wear spot on spherical rider; 
kinetic friction ILk I 0.43; 
wear-spot diameter, 0.040 inch. 
(Mating surface shown In fig. 4(dl. I 
(d) Wear track on disk specimen with 
ferri c-ox ide Ot-FefJ 3 f 11m. 
(Mat i n9 su rface shown in fi 9. 4( c). ) 
Figure 4. - Concluded. Photomicrographs of wear areas after operation for 6 seconds at 2000 feet per 
minute with 269 grams load on SAE 1020 steel having oxide films. xIOO. 
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(a) Wear spot on spherical rider; 
kinetic friction f..Lkl 0.35; 
wear-spot diameter, 0.033 inch. 
(Mating surface shown in fig. 6(b).) 
(b) Wear track on disk specImen treated 
in caustic-sulphur solution to form 
fi 1m of ferroso-ferric oxide Fe304. 
(Mating surface shown in fig. 6(a).) 
Figure 6. - Photomicrographs of wear areas after operation for 6 seconds at 2000 feet per min-
ute with 269 grams load on SAE 1020 steel disks having fi Ims that are predominately ferroso-
ferric oxide Fe304 formed by commercial treatments. xIOO. 
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(c) Wear spot on spherical rider; 
kinetic friction ~k' 0.41; 
wear-spot diameter, 0.030 inch. 
(Mating surface shown in fig. 6(d).) 
(d) Wear track on disk specimen treateo 
in caustic potassium nitrate solution 
to form fi 1m of ferroso-ferric oxide 
Fe304. ( Mat i ng su rface shown in. 
fig. 6( c) • ) 
Figure 6 . - Concl uded . Photomicrographs of wear areas a f te r operation for 6 seconds at 2000 feet per 
minute with 269 grams load on SAE 1020 steel disks having fi Ims that are predominately ferroso-ferric 
oxide Fe304 formed by commercial treatments. xIOO. 
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(a) Ferrous-chloride FeC12 film showing effect of various loads on friction. 
Figure 7. - Effect of sliding velocity on friction for surfaces with solid films of compounds of 
type produced by extreme-pressure lubricant additives. 
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(b) Ferrous-sulfide FeS film showing that coefficient 
of friction is essentially independent of load. 
Rgure 7. - Continued. Effect of sliding velocity on friction for surfaces with solid films of com-
pounds of type produced by extreme-pressure lubricant additives. 
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(c) Ferrous-chloride FeC12 and ferrous-sulfide FeS f1lms with loads 
of 269 grams. 
Figure 7. - Concluded. Effect of sliding velocity on friction for surfaces with solid films of com-
pounds of type produced by extreme-pressure lubricant additives. 
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NACA TN No. 1578 51 
Figure 8. - Photomicrograph of wear spot on spherical rider after oper-
ation for 6 seconds at 2000 feet per minute with 269 grams load on 
SAE 1020 steel disk having sol id fi 1m of ferrous sulfide FeS. Kinetic 
friction, 0.44; wear-spot diameter,0.043 inch. xIOO. 
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(a) Molybdenum-dlsulfide M~ film shoving effect of Tarious loads 
on friction. At high loads (519 8.Dd 1017 grams) essentially no 
effect of load on friction vas observed. 
Figure 9. - Effect of sl iding velocity on friction for surfaces with solid fi Ims of molybdenum 
disulfide MOS2 and oriented graphite C. 
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Rgure 9. - Continued. Effect of sliding velocity on friction for surfaces with solid fi Ims of 
molybdenum disulfide MOS2 and oriented graphite C. 
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(c) Molybdenum-disulfide MoS2 and oriented-graphite C films with loads 
of 269 grams. 
Figure 9. - Concluded. Effect of sliding velocity on friction for surfaces with solid fi Ims of 
molybdenum disulfide MOS 2 and oriented graphite C. 
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I a) Wear spot on spherical rider; 
kin~tic friction I-LK., O.lli 
wear-spot diameter, 0.020 inch. 
I Mat i ng su dace shown in fig. 101 b). ) 
Ib) Wear track on disk specimen with 
molybdenum-disulfide MOS2 fi 1m. 
IMating surface shown in fig. 10.la).) 
Rgure 10. - Photomicrographs of wear areas after operation for 6 seconds at 2000 feet per minute 
with 269 grams load on SAE 1020 steel disks having dry lubricating fi Ims. xIOO. 
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IC) wear spo. on spnerrcal rlu~r, 
kinetic friction ~kl 0.17; 
wear-spot diameter, 0.031 inch. 
(Mating surface shown in fig. 10( dl.) 
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Wear track on disk specImen with 
graphite fi 1m. (Mating surface 
shown in fig. 10Ic).) 
Figure 10. - Concluded. Photomicrographs of wear areas after operation for 6 seconds at 2000 feet 
per minute with 269 grams load on SAE 1020 steel disks having dry lubricating fi Irns. xIOO. 
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Wea r run 
Continuous run 
Friction runs 
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(al Ent i re disk showing areas of test runs ~o oe~ennlne wear 
(Innermost cl rcumferentlal trace) and friction (between 
i nnermost and outermost c i rcumferential traces). 
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Figure II. - Ph otographs of steel disk covered with molybdenum-disulfide 
tt'\oS2 fi 1m after frict i on and wear experimen~s_ 
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(b) Close-up of wear and friction runs showing 
that, for continuous friction run, the rider 
has penetrated to steel base in some locations. 
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Figure II. - Continued. 
molybdenum-disulfide 
Photographs of steel disk covered with 
MoS2 fi 1m after friction and wear experiments. 
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II· 26· 47 INCH 
Ie) Close-up of continuous and friction runs showing that, for friction runs, the 
rider has not penetrated fi 1m material at any location despite high initial 
surface stresses of 108,000 to 225,000 pounds per square inch. x4.3 
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~igure I I. - Concluded. Photographs of steel disk covered with molybdenum-disulfide MOS2 fi 1m after 
friction and wear experiments . 
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